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Dearth and Bias:
Issues in the Editing ofEthnohistorical Materials
PATRICIA GALLOWAY·
In North America the work of ethnohistorians
interested in reconstructing the history of Native
American groups prior to European contact must
concentrate on the evidence from the period just
before and during the earliest contact, before the
native peoples themselves began to leave surviving
verbal records of their own. For this reason the only
documentary sources for pre-contact North American ethnohistory are the accounts of EuropeanIndian relations written by European explorers and
colonists. For North America these resources are
not negligible, but neither are they vast; most Indian
activities were, after all, tangential to the central
concerns of colonial governments. Nor can such
material usually be easily segregated from the mass
of colonial paperwork. The South Carolina "Indian
Books" 1 and the Jesuit Relations 2 are exceptional in
their focused concern, and even they do not contain
all the relevant information for the periods they
cover. Memoir accounts, such as those of Adair and
Le Page du Pratz for the southeast, 3 are so rare that
they treat only a tiny fraction of the number of tribes
extant when European explorers entered North
America. More usually, material of ethnohistorical
interest is embedded in governmental and commercial papers, where it is not always easy to find or even
to recognize. The first factor defining the plight of
the ethnohistorian with reference to sources, then,
is dearth. The shortage of information is only made
worse by the lack of an overall guide to existing materials.
As for the documents that exist and can be found,
they embody the ethnohistorian's second nemesis:
bias. Indian societies and Indian activities were
described by Europeans whose attitudes usually
ranged from fear and hatred to loving contempt, and
only rarely were Indian lifeways described by observers who even began to understand what they were
seeing. Inevitably, their ethnocentrism made it impossible for them to ask the right questions of their
observations, even when they were otherwise inclined to do so. This means that when the ethnohistorian does find one of these windows on Indian
life and history, he also finds that it is covered by a far
from translucent film. 4
·Patricia Galloway is editor of the Mississippi Provincial
Archives: French Dominion project at the Mississippi
Department of Archives and History.

It is in these two problem areas, lack of material
and ethnocentric bias, that the historical editor can
best offer help to the ethnohistorian. The importance of any single early colonial document containing description of preliterate peoples in North
America is almost incalculable. In some few instances our knowledge of the very existence of
individual tribes rests upon such a single document. 5
For this reason the historical editor should consider
the needs of ethnohistory when he is choosing
documents to edit for publication. The modern
growth of interest in social history has broken the
hold of the "Great White Men" bias in historical
editing, and Native Americans are among those
groups which have suffered from this kind of neglect
in the past. But just as is the case with documentary
materials which give us more information about the
lives of women, blacks, and the poor, ethnohistorical materials make a solid contribution to a more
complete history, and this reason alone offers adequate justification for paying special attention to
them.
While the editor's options permit him to make
selections of documents which can be helpful, his
responsibilities do not end with selection. The ethnohistorian's other difficulty, bias, can also be approached by the historical editor through the choices
he makes with regard to annotation. By and large the
ethnohistorian, though he is obliged to be concerned with the veracity of the author-observer of an
ethnohistorical description, 6 will not possess as thorough a knowledge of the context of the document as
does the historical editor. Issues of attitude and
reliability of observation can best be addressed in the
first instance by the editor, whose acquaintance with
what is actually a far more vast collection of documents than those that will actually be published
places him in a unique position to evaluate those
issues. Though modern standards of annotation and
the realities of publishing budgets argue against
extremely elaborate scholarly annotation, it is still
possible for the editor who has an eye to the ethnohistorian's needs to render significant interpretive
aid in a small space.
For a closer look at these problems and the solutions sought for one project, I will draw upon my
experience as editor on the Mississippi Provincial
Archives: French Dominion project at the Missis-
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sippi Department of Archives and History. The
prehistory of the project goes back to 1906, when
the first Director of the Department, Dunbar Rowland, began the collection of transcripts from European archives. The considerable body of transcriptions obtained from the French archives consisted
primarily of selections from the Archives des Colonies C13A series of reports, sent from the Louisiana
colony to the Minister of the Colonies in France,
1694-1819. From these transcriptions Rowland se. lected and A. G. Sanders translated three volumes of
documents covering the years 1701-1743. These
three volumes were published in 1927-1932.1 Another two volumes were planned and a rough translation was completed when the means required to
publish them failed, and during ensuing years the
typescript was lost. Found again in 1974, it was
discovered to be in need of extensive editing. This
provided the opportunity for bringing the selection
of documents and the annotation into line with
modern practice and also for amplifying the volumes'
emphasis on the ethnohistorical materials in which
the documents are so rich.
There was already an established principle for
document selection used in the first three volumes
and intrinsic to the thematic intention of the series:
the documents selected had to bear in some way
upon the history of the lands and peoples that were
finally to become the state of Mississippi. Since the
most numerous residents of the state's area in the
French period were the Choctaw, Chickasaw, and
Natchez Indians, an increased ethnohistorical focus
was obviously justified; the first volume of the series,
indeed, had concentrated on Indian diplomacy. The
only geographic extension of the original principle
of selection was the decision to include reports of
Indian activities beyond the bounds of Mississippi
when the Indians in question were her abOriginal
inhabitants, no matter how far-ranging their travels
might be.
Another principle which was consciously adopted
as a result of this decision to highlight ethnohistorical data was that primary reportage of events
involving Indians would be selected wherever found
in preference to secondary summaries. Finding it,
however, proved to be rather difficult. The reasons
for the rarity of such accounts can be explained
through a description of the process involved in the
creation of the C13A collection. Commands and
royal policies were dictated from France and communicated to the governor and commissary general
by the Minister of Marine and Colonies (these documents appear in a separate series with which we shall
not be concerned). These two highest officials in
turn formulated their commands and policies in
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local terms and sent them out either directly to the
post commanders and warehouse-keepers or through
the higher level district commanders at the Illinois
post and Mobile (these documents are lost or irretrievably scattered except in one unusual case, that
of governor Vaudreuil's letterbooks). Reports of
actions taken would then come back to the governor
and commissary general from their subordinates at
the posts (these documents are mostly lost), and
completing the cycle the governor and commissary
general would write the reports which were sent to
France, basing them upon the reports received from
the field.
Had this system worked in a regular way there
would be almost no direct reportage ofIndian affairs
from Louisiana at all except for the events directly
observable by governor and commissary general and
such items as they chose to incorporate verbatim
from the field reports. But fortunately conflicts of
personality and the hazardous contingencies of colonial settlement did not allow the system to work
regularly. The actual interface between the French
colony and most of its Indian neighbors was made up
of the personnel of the smaller and more distant
posts among the Indians, of missionaries living in
their villages, and of deerskin traders traveling and
living among them. These are the people who were
most ideally situated to report valuable observations on Indian life and behavior, and thanks to
difficulties and rivalries some of these reports attained to inclusion in C13A. There could be several
reasons for this: a governor forwarding a first-hand
report of military disaster in order to disculpate
himself; a dissatisfied post commander writing directly to the Minister, bucking for promotion; a
missionary writing to a superior in France; a trader
complaining to the Minister about governmentsupported monopolies. In some instances whole
journals were sent in this way. An understanding of
this system and how it did or did not work, vital to an
editor of these documents, also provides crucial
insight into the reliability of the reports themselves.
For where a choice between two documents reporting Indian activities must be made, reliability of
observation should be the deciding factor.
The level of reliability in these matters is at least
partly a function of the system itself. The first
consideration is directness of reportage. Obviously
the report of a subaltern who accompanied an Indian
war party on an expedition has a better chance for
accuracy than a governor's two-sentence summary
of the expedition. This is clearly demonstrated by a
journal from August 1742, written by the cadet
Canelle reporting on his participation in a raid on the
Chickasaw Indian villages by the French-allied Choc-

taw. 8 The journal details the stages of the attack,
casualties, taunts hurled at the Choctaw by the
Chickasaw, the political currents within the Choctaw force. This journal was sent to Paris by the
district commander at Mobile, Louboey, in December;9 the cover letter gives the background of the
attack and offers an evaluation of it, but counts on
the journal to provide specifics of the circumstances. It is also evident in Louboey's letter that the
background details had been supplied by Canelle's
commander at Fort Tombecbe, a post near the
Choctaw nation,though his letter is lost. Later on,
Louboey even sent a list of casualties drawn up by
Canelle. 10 In contrast, the governor's summary does
actually take only two sentences. 11 As a rule of
thumb, then, the first-hand report will always be
preferable to any other, but if this is lost, the nearest
version to that of the original testimony, 12 in terms
of both rank and function of the witness, is to be
preferred.
A second factor, ideological bias, also must be
taken into account in judging reliability. The larger
the political investment a commentator has in a set
of events, the more likely he is to view them from a
fixed and inflexible position, and it was very easy for
a European to get away with reporting almost anything of Indian peoples because of their accepted
strangeness to the European view. In 1746 governor
Vaudreuil reported to the French authorities that
three Frenchmen had been murdered at the behest
of the Choctaw chief Red Shoe in order to restore his
credibility with the English after three of their
Chickasaw allies had been killed while on an embassy
by pro-French Choctaw. 13 What he does not say, and
what is revealed in his correspondence with the
posts 14 and in Adair's History ofthe American Indians, 15
is that one of the murdered Frenchmen had been
accused of raping Red Shoe's wife, and that Vaudreuil had not only not bothered to investigate, but
had merely suggested that the subaltern in question
be more circumspect in his conduct in future. 16
A similar case ofbias obtains when the viewpoint is
a religious one, so that missionary observations,
though they will usually be richer in commentary on
ethnohistorical matters, will view them from an
angle which suffers from predictable blind spots and
which must itself be evaluated. 17 Crosscutting both
reliability factors, nearness of testimony and ideological bias, is the problem of personalities, the
degree to which a description of events may itself be
a weapon in its author's pursuit of private purposes.
This is a particular problem with presentations of
data gathered by someone other than the writer,
which is almost never reported gratuitously.
Selection and annotation can both be brought to

bear to deal WIth these problems. In the new MPA:FD volumes the principle of selection for ethnohistorical materials is clearly biased in favor of firsthand accounts, including restatements or elaborations of these reports only when they add to or
contrast significantly with the eyewitness observations or when they occur in a document which
includes an expression of official reaction to the
events. Annotation is used for further clarification in
several ways which simultaneously serve other
editorial purposes. First, as far as is possible, all
persons who write or appear in reports are identified
in terms of their rank and their pOSition in colonial
hierarchy or tribal structure. Second, any known
personal affinities or dislikes which may influence
interactions between persons portrayed in the documents are mentioned when they are not made
obvious by statements in the document texts. This is
possible because in many cases these prejudices will
be more clearly stated in some document which
could not be chosen for publication. Finally, the
experience which forms the background of a person's actions is briefly indicated where known, again
appealing to other documentary materials. In this
way it is possible to contextualize documentary
evidence for Indian history in the brief space of a
biographical note without indulging in lengthy genealogical or psychological speculation. Such a focus
helps direct the choice of materials for annotation so
that a picture of the European and Indian intentionali ties which meet in the context of an event can
emerge. Similarly, in the case of the author of a
document, such annotation aids in the reconstruction of the attitude the author brings to his material.
None of this goes beyond what the historical editor
would normally expect to make clear, but its special
importance in the case of ethnohistorical observations cannot be stressed too much.
Once the reliability of a document has been
established by means of such annotation, there are
several other problems which must be dealt with in
the same way but which spring from cultural rather
than individual bias. For the purposes of this discussion I will use the example of linguistic problems
because they can be treated in a highly specific
manner. The first of these has to do with the large
issues of orthography and phonetic systems. Whenever the European came into contact with a native
culture, his first problem was to assimilate its language or at least to learn enough of it to get along in
whatever capacity he had to serve. The difficulty was
that of two phonetic systems in confrontation. It is a
truism of phonetic observation that an adult learner
of a foreign language is distinctly handicapped because not only does he have difficulty in pronounc-
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ing some of the new phonetic combinations, but it is
always the case that the expectations of his own
phonetic system prevent his even hearing many
distinctive features in the new one, some of which
may be crucial for distinguishing meaning in the
target language. When he attempts to write the
native words he hears, he will usually write them in
the phonetic system of his own language, which will
be the best that one can hope for but which one can
expect to be inconsistent not only from writer to
writer but within the writings of a single observer.
There will be three reasons for this variability: the
orthographic system of the observer himself may be
none too firmly fixed; the observer may improve in
his hearing of the language; borderline phonemes
may be heard one way at one time, another at the
next.
French colonial policy was actually quite aware of
at least the language-learning problem, and it was
usual to send very young cadets, often less than
twelve years old, to live in Indian villages and learn
the languages. Young boys sent out in this way at the
beginning of the Louisiana colony 18 would later
serve for many years as the first generation of
interpreters. But only very rarely do we have documents written by the interpreters themselves; 19
most usually the documents which record Indian
words for us were written by officers who used these
interpreters. Such is the case of a subaltern ordered
to travel among the Choctaw and set up trade with
them in 1729-1732, Regis du Roullet. Regis was so
totally ignorant of Choctaw that he was unable to
judge his interpreter's competence,20 and certainly
must have had an extremely bad ear for languages in
any case, since his spellings of Choctaw village names
vary wildly and include phonemes which did not
exist in Choctaw. Yet his lists of village names as
found both in formal lists and in the texts of his
journals, constitute the most complete source for
such names at that period. 21
Lack of familiarity with Indian languages is a
problem with documents like these, and it can be
increased when the documents we have are not the
originals written by the men in the field, but copies
made by secretaries sitting safely at home in the
colony. In all these cases, however, if the historical
editor has provided enough annotation for the linguist to estimate the writer's acquaintance with the
language and the document's distance from the
original transcription, his only other obligation will
be to provide the original transliterations exactly as
found in the documents so that the linguist can
disentangle the phonetic interference of the writer's
mother tongue. It is worth remarking here that the
linguist is often able to reconstruct the original
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Indian phonetics on the basis of a consensus of
variant spellings.
There are certain items of Indian vocabulary to
which the historical editor should pay special attention, because they are connected with deeply important issues in cultural anthropology and ethnohistory and his vigilance may bring a valuable item to
light. Under this head comes first the abstract terminology of kinship systems, social organization, and
the sacred. These components of "cognitive anthropology" are normally inaccessible except through
early documentary accounts. A neat example of the
ethnographer's need for editorial aid in this regard is
shown inJohn Swanton's interpretation of governor
Kerlerec's honorary title, Youlaktimataha, given him
by the Choctaw in 1753. The governor reports that
the meaning of the title is "the greatest of the first
race" (Ie plus grand de la premiere race).22 Swanton,
without reference to the context of the naming,
supplied Dunbar Rowland, the original MPA-FD
editor, with the comment that it really means "the
chief who is a support," taking the Youlakt- (oulacta or
holahta) element to mean "chief."23 Yet this word is
also the name of one of the moieties of the Choctaw,
and this moiety had dominated the pro-French
faction which won the Choctaw civil war that ended
in 1751. There is an additional statement, made by a
leading Choctaw chief of this moiety, that the two
moieties are "the two first races" (les deux premieres
races) of the Choctaw; the oulacta is named first of the
twO. 24 Swanton did not refer to, and indeed at that
time could not have known about, the details of the
civil war, since most of the documents were not then
available. But its result would make Kerlerec's interpretationdeJacto correct in 1753, and this would have
serious implications for the effect of the war on
Choctaw social structure.
The concrete terminology connected with subsistence and lifeways is also important, but as such
practices are susceptible of reasonably accurate
description on the part of the European observer,
terms with concrete referents are not so desperately
sought as those from the abstract conceptual vocabulary. It should be stressed that terminology of
either sort is equally interesting, though more difficult of interpretation, when it occurs in loantranslation, which will be more frequent by far. This
is the case in a document of 1756 in which the chiefs
of the Quapaw, a nation long associated with the
French, asked for clemency for some French deserters whom they were returning to French custody.
Through an interpreter who was a Fleming by birth,
they claimed that the deserters, who had managed to
take refuge in the Quapaw "sacred cabin, where they
practice their religion" (cabanne de Valeur, ou ils

exercient leur culte), 25 had thus come under the protection of the "chief of the sacred cabin" (chef de la
cabanne privilegiee) and were entitled to sanctuary. 26
The reader should know additionally that French
missionaries had been instructing the Quapaw for
more than fifty years by that time, and that the
earliest reports of the Quapaw claimed that they had
no institutionalized religion. The context, however,
suggests that however influenced by Christian teachings this concept of sanctuary may have been, the
religion being practiced was an Indian one. There is
no other such report extant regarding the Quapaw;
the historical editor, by noting facts like these, can
help to rescue them from obscurity by pointing out
such loan-translations. It is up to the specialist to
discern the details of the meshing and overlap of the
European and Indian category-sets, but if the editor
does not call attention to the presence of the words
the specialist may have nothing to work with.
What all the foregoing observations come down to

is the assertion that the historical editor who is faced
with documents rich in ethnohistorical data should
be aware first of the importance of the data and then
of his need to familiarize himself with some of the
problems and methods of ethnohistory in order to
do justice to it. This is not to say that he should
become an ethnohistorian or cultural anthropologist, but simply that by bearing in mind the
questions that such scholars will ask of his documen ts, he can help them to estimate the reliability of
the testimony. The continuing argument over the
appropriate scale of annotation for historical documents seems to have settled for the present at a
reasonably explicit level, but there is also agreement that the historical editor's task is not preinterpretation. 27 I would argue that the sort of
attention to ethnohistorical materials I have advocated does not fall under this ban. I would term the
procedures pro-interpretation, and I would stress
again the serious need that exists for more of it.
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Review
John C. Dann, ed., The Revolution Remembered:
Eyewitness Accounts of the War for Independence
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago
Press, 1980), $20.
The audience for the art of what is now called
documentary historical editing has long been composed of two quite separate groups of people. Professional historians have depended upon editors for
reliable reproductions of documents otherwise either inaccessible or costly (both in time and money)
to study in their archival repositories. At the same
time, a historically curious and literate general public has read the printed records of the past for insight
into the lives of past heroes, for understanding of
their own times, or simply for pleasure. The commercial market for our public and private documentary heritage has been steady, even lucrative; when
Charles Francis Adams first published his grandmother's correspondence in Letters of Mrs. Adams, the
Wife ofJohn Adams (Boston, 1840) with an apology for
attempting anything so "novel", the public contradicted his pessimism by buying up three editions
of the work within a year and demanding a companion edition, Letters ofJohn Adams Addressed to His
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Wife (Boston, 1841). The popularity of Saul Padover's editorial selections of the letters and papers of
various founding fathers illustrates the continued
public interest, perhaps even an almost voyeuristic
pleasure, in reading the private correspondence of
public figures.
Some modern editors have recognized this audience as one having distinctive needs, and have
designed collections of letters and papers edited
specifically for a general readership. To continue to
use the Adamses as an example, after completing the
first two carefully annotated scholarly volumes in
Series II of The Adams Papers, The Adams Family
Correspondence, Lyman Butterfield prepared a separate volume, The Book of Abigail and John: Selected
Letters ofthe Adams Family, 1761-1784 (Boston, 1975)
to coincide with the bicentennial. He eliminated
footnotes, kept editorial apparatus to an absolute
minimum, and gave the text "literally, with minimal
regularization for readability."
The cost of producing books, however, has made
it necessary for those modern editors whose documents have a popular as well as scholarly interest to
attempt to serve the needs of both audiences simultaneously, by producing scholarly works that will
appeal to the general reader. Mary Chesnut's Civil War,
edited by C. Vann Woodward (New Haven, 1981) is
one such volume. Not only is its subject one that has
enjoyed considerable popular interest, but the design of the book jacket, the advertising it has
received, and the revie,¥s in the popular as well as
scholarly press indicate the hopes of its publisher
and editor that it will have an appeal far beyond the
scholars and students of academia. The book under
review here falls into the same category. As such, it
has strengths and weaknesses derived from its dual
nature.
The Revolution Remembered makes a major contribution to scholarship of the Revolutionary War by
bringing together in one volume a sampling of the
rich resources of the common soldier's memory of
that war as found in the Revolutionary War Pension
and Land Warrant Records in Record Group 15 of
the National Archives. Any student of the revolution
who has used these records is aware of their virtually
untapped potential for in terpreting the way in which
the war affected the common soldier both during the
military campaigns themselves and in the decades
after the men returned to their communities and
families. The pension legislation of 1818, 1820,
1828, 1832, and afterward, spelled out which veterans and family members were eligible for aid, and
required each of the 80,000 eventual applicants to
submit certain types of documentation: discharge
papers; commissions (in the case of officers); deposi-

tions describing the veteran's service, including
specific details about the officers under which he
served and the battles in which he fought; schedules
of property (to prove that the veteran was indigent
and "in need of his country's assistance"); certificates of marriage; depositions testifying to the veteran's good character, veracity, or comradeship in a
revolutionary military unit. These records have been
reproduced on microfilm by the National Archives
in two versions: M804, containing on 2,670 reels the
entire file, and M805, a selection of the most relevant records for each veteran in a more manageable
898-reel series.
John C. Dann has read through the selected series
and chosen from it the retrospective narratives of
battle experience of seventy-nine men and women.
He introduces each narrative with a brief summary
of the veteran's life, and sets the narrative within the
larger context of the particular battle or campaign it
recalls. Narratives are grouped to form a coherent
pattern according to the major events and campaigns of the war.
The result is a stunning "oral history" that recreates, as few other volumes have, a sense of what
the war was like for the people who experienced it in
the lines of battle. Anecdotes abound: Colonel
Shepard, reports Private Wood, received a ball
"through his double chin"; Josiah Sabin, on guard at
Quebec, refused to let General Arnold "who had
been out woman hunting beyond the line of sentinels" pass back into quarters because he did not
know the countersign; John Cock, stationed in
Cherokee country on the frontier, was scalped and
left for dead, but lived to show the holes in his head,
"one of them . . . perhaps two inches long and one
wide and about one deep." The narratives of the
slave Jehu Grant and of Anna Oosterhout Myers,
who watched her husband and sons being dragged
off by Indians and matter-of-factly returned to her
burning home and put out the fire, are moving in
their straightforwardness and eloquence. In short,
The Revolution Remembered is a compelling, readable
book which will entertain countless Revolutionary
War "buffs" and become an integral part of professorial lectures wherever the war of independence is
part of the curriculum.
In presenting these narratives, however, Dann has
chosen an editorial method that makes it necessary
for serious scholars to return to the microfilms of the
originals. "Punctuation, capitalization, abbreviation, paragraphing and spelling have been regularized and corrected without comment," he explains.
"Names of persons and places have been corrected
when identity was certain"-this too without comment. This is,on the whole, a sound policy, parti-

cularly when designing edited materials for broad
readership. Yet one does not have to be a complete
"Tansellian" to wonder if so much regularization is
really necessary. In the narrative of James Huston,
for instance, a narrative of seven manuscript pages
signed by the deponent with an "X" (thus indicating
that the actual writing was done by a court clerk),
Dann has transcribed each ampersand as "and,"
inserted a substantial number of commas, periods,
semicolons, and apostrophes (several where even
current rules of punctuation would not require
them), changed "block house" to "blockhouse,"
respelled "Loughrey" as "Lochrey," and "Rannell"
(a consistent spelling within the deposition) as "Randall," and removed random capitalizations. None of
these changes represent a real alteration of the
content of the text, but taken together they sanitize
and subtly change its impact. Since this is oral
testimony, it might be significant to a student of
language, for instance, to know that the way Huston
pronounced his words consistently led the clerk to
write "Rannell." In the military records as a whole,
spelling of names is often arbitrary: "Lochry" could
appear as "Loughry," " Lochrey," "Lachrey" or another variation. Frequently a man's name will be
spelled in as many different ways as there are people
writing it down. In the case of a non-literate individual, we cannot even determine spelling by the way
he himself chose to spell it. What then is the basis for
deciding on one particular spelling over others? The
general reader, even the professor preparing a lecture, does not need to know. But the researcher
looking for other records of this man needs to search
all the variant spellings, and needs to know why this
particular one has been chosen as authoritative. Not
only does Dann not tell us, he does not indicate
where he has made changes in spelling.
The headnotes Dann provides for each entry are
well-written, and for the general reader are less
disruptive than explanatory footnotes might be. But
there is no citation of the sources for the information. This reviewer suspects, from personal knowledge of the pension records, that much of it is from
other papers in each pensioner's file. If Dann has
gathered additional information from a search of
census lists or other sources, he does not tell us.
Finally, the volume is well-indexed, although in
some cases the entries seem arbitrary, if not amusing. (Where is the reader who would search an index
for accounts of "Indecent exposure of the hind
parts?" The curious will be glad to know that
information about this activity can be found on page
298.)
Documentary editors have recently engaged in
some rather strenuous debates about their responsi-
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bilities in transcribing, annotating, and indexing. It
is perhaps unfair to criticize the editor of this volume
for not recognizing some of the standards that have
emerged from these debates, or to suggest that he
falls short of a rigorous application of those standards with which even some of the members of this
association themselves disagree. Most users of
Dann's work will be impressed by it and grateful for
the contributions it makes, which are substantial.
Those who are engaged in the debate about editorial
practices can recognize those contributions, but
have a responsibility to look at the way in which the
practice of documentary editing is being carried on,
even by those who have little training in it, and
suggest ways in which the needs of a broad variety of
users of edited documents can be met.
CONSTANCE B. SCHULZ
NHPRC Fellow
Documentary History of the
First Federal Congress

Julian P. Boyd Award
The ADE Council would like to express its thanks
to the following members and friends of the ADE
who have made donations to the Julian P. Boyd
Award Fund.
Frederick Aandahl
John Little
Douglas Arnold
William]. Morgan
Frank Burke
Charles W. Polzer
Lester Cappon
Nathan Reingold
Edward C. Carter II
George Rogers
Patricia Clark
Walter Rundell, Jr.
Handy B. Fant
Robert Rutland
W. Neil Franklin
Patricia Schmit
Genevieve Gormley
Robert Seager II
LeRoy Graf
Richard Sheldon
Louis R. Harlan
Richard Showman
Anne Harris Henry
John and Harriet Simon
Oliver W. Holmes
Raymond W. Smock
James F. Hopkins
Robert]. Taylor
Elizabeth S. Hughes
Anne A. Vandegrift
Arthur Link
Douglas E. Wilson
Following the death of] ulian P. Boyd in May 1980,
an anonymous donor gave $500 to the ADE to
establish theJulianP. Boyd Award. The award will be
made every three years, beginning in 1981, to honor
a distinguished contribution to knowledge of American history and culture. A committee of three,
chaired by Robert Rutland, hopes to announce the
first recipient at the annual ADE meeting in Madison
in October. Contributions to the award fund in
honor of Julian Boyd may be sent to Raymond W.
Smock, Secretary-Treasurer, History Department,
University of Maryland, College Park MD 20742.
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NEH Grant Announced
The National Endowment for the Humanities
recently announced a grant to the Association for
Documentary Editing of $35,230 to support the
preparation of a guide to documentary editing.
Arthur S. Link recommended creating a guide during
the ADE meeting at Princeton in November 1979,
and efforts have continued since. Many members of
ADE have generously contributed their energy and
knowledge. Richard K. Showman of The Papers of
Nathanael Greene deserves special commendation. As
chairman of a committee of fourteen editors established to plan the guide, he skillfully led the committee to a consensus on the contents. Articles
covering the early history of this project and discussing its goals appeared in the last issue of this
Newsletter.
Mary-Jo Kline, chosen by the committee to prepare the guide, graduated from Barnard and received
her doctorate from Columbia with a dissertation on
Gouverneur Morris. Her varied experience includes
research for several editorial projects in the early
national period, service as associate editor of the
JohnJay and Adams Papers, and six years at the head
of the Aaron Burr project, which prepared both a
comprehensive microfilm and selective letterpress
edition. She will receive continuing encouragement
and advice from the committee headed by Showman, which has an executive subcommittee consisting ofDavidJ. Nordloh, DavidR. Chesnutt, and Paul
H. Smith. In addition, Kline requests assistance
from all members of ADE who wish to offer suggestions for the guide. She especially wants copies of
internal working papers and other useful unpublished materials prepared by editorial projects; her
address is: Apartment 14-B, 200 West 79th Street,
New York, NY 10024.
Kline has already begun work toward the preparation of a book approximately 250 pages in
length summarizing the principles and practices of
documentary editing in the United States. The book
will serve editors themselves, prospective editors,
and also scholars who use the product of modern
editing. Through taking a broad descriptive approach to editing, the guide will bridge the gap
between "historical" and "literary" approaches to
the craft. Enthusiasm for the project expressed by
several university presses and many potential readers promises wide readership. The manuscript should
be ready about one year from now, but all concerned
in furthering the project already deserve congratulations.
JOHN Y. SIMON
President, ADE

"Goodbye Gutenberg"
Such was the title of a recent PBS program on the
current information revolution made possible by
electronics. Some of the opportunities which this
technology offers to historical editors were explored
at a conference in Philadelphia on 4-5 May 1981
entitled "Modern Technology and Historical Editing: National Historical Publications and Records
Commission Word Processing Conference." The
program focused on the use of word processors and
computers by historical editors to expedite the
publication of multi-volume printed editions.
Long before the federal budget crunch, the NHPRC
became concerned about the length of time and
amount of money it took to complete many of the
projects it sponsored. Several years ago, the Commission began to test one possible solution by
making grants to projects for the purchase of word
processors and mini-computers. Recipients were encouraged to buy equipment and develop programs
to suit their own particular needs. Several projects
used optical scanners to make machine-readable
files from previously transcribed documents or
printed indexes or to produce new machine-readable files with a low ($15) capital investment. Many
projects used word processors to transcribe, edit,
and annotate documents and send floppy disks of
their volumes to the publisher. Some projects have
both word processors and terminals linking them to
central university computers, a situation which enables them to take advantage of the software and
speed of the big units without sacrificing the independence and accessibility of the small units. Despite the variety of equipment, most of the projects
are attempting to encode their manuscripts for computer typesetting both to eliminate proofreading in
the production stage and to virtually eliminate
further composition costs. Funded by the Mellon
Foundation and hosted by the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania, this conference was convened to hear
from the projects who participated, from their publishers and printers, and to share the information
with other NHPRC-sponsored editing projects. An
estimated 110 people attended the sessions.
Following preliminary remarks, Frank Burke, Executive Director of the NHPRC, introduced David
Chesnutt, one of the first NHPRC editors to investigate computer applications to documentary editing.
The text processing system of the Papers of Henry
Laurens at the University of South Carolina includes
a word processor, a central computer, an optical
character reader, a computer typesetter, and a computer-output microfiche unit. (For details see the

description in the May and September 1980 AVE
Newsletter.) Chesnutt described how computers could
make the normal editing process more efficient
particularly in terms of preparation of the manuscript, indexing, and production. Among the advantages, he listed easier revision of text and annotations, the ability to retrieve specific information
from large files, the creation of control and search
files by computer sorting, the creation of machinereadable indexes that could later be merged into
cumulative indexes, and the elimination of proofreading in the production phase. Chesnutt has helped
develop computer indexing packages (CINDEX)
that can be used by other projects to produce
indexes to single volumes or cumulative indexes, as
well as a computer typesetting package (CACTUS)
especially designed for documentary editions.
John Kaminski (Ratification of the Constitution)
described the use of an OCR scanner to make
computer typesetting possible with a low capital
investment. For $15 the project purchased a special
element for their IBM Selectric typewriter and produced a machine-readable typescript with simple
typesetting codes embedded in it. The typescript
was scanned by the printer, entered onto disks, and
sent through a computer for typesetting.
The Documentary History of the Supreme Court
does not have access to a central computer and has
been working with a Wang 5 Model II word processor. Staff members discussed limitations in hardware
and software and how they are developing programs
on their own to make the system work for them.
Maeva Marcus cautioned against using a word processor as simply a smart typewriter; only the capacity
for computer typesetting made the transition worthwhile. She emphasized the importance of full consultation with one's publisher and the need for
caution and persistence in dealing with vendors
more used to equipping business offices. She advised
against buying the cheapest model or a system
lacking important components such as a printer and
urged a careful consideration of such features as
screen size, disk capacity, and service arrangements.
In discussing the project's text processing system
with the Wang, Jim Perry warned that vendors are
not knowledgeable about our needs and editors
must find their own solutions. In setting up tables
and difficult documents, more time can be spent
coding the format than is justified. Jim Buchanan
discussed indexing on a low-power word processor.
Names and subject terms are marked on a printout
of the text. After page proof is received and page
breaks marked on the master disks, a global search is
conducted for each name and subject and page
references are noted on index cards for each term.
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To avoid the slowness of global searching on a lowpower Wang, someone suggested taking the files to
a service agency for processing on high-power equipment.
Scott Wilds (Papers of William Penn) and Barton
Craig of the Winchell Company discussed the specific system used by the Penn Papers to prepare texts
on a word processor for computer typesetting. The
Penn Papers purchased a Wang 5 word processor
early in the project. While they are pleased with the
software, the hardware and service have caused
problems. Wilds discussed how to command various
typefaces and formats and Craig described how
particular coding challenges such as old style figures
and Greek letters were resolved.
A panel of publishers and word-processing experts
discussed computer typesetting and documentary
editions from their perspective. Documentary editions are problems for publishers because they are
relatively expensive to compose, difficult to design,
and are printed in small runs. Charles Cullen estimates that the Jefferson project will save Princeton
U ni versi ty Press $12,000 per volume in composi tion
costs by submitting manuscripts already encoded for
typesetting. If NHPRC subventions are not available in the future, this savings may become critical.
Gerry Mayers of Columbia University Press counseled that the publisher must be totally involved in
the adoption of computer typesetting by a project
but should not meddle in specific details. Larry
Buckland of Inforonics, Inc., recommended that
editors confused by a variety of options should
consult publications such as Typeworld and the Seybold Report on Word Processing. He noted that one
difficulty peculiar to some documentary editions
was the need to reproduce the format of the original
and that there were currently no standards in the
industry to handle this. He thought programming
costs for duplicating format would be astounding
if billed completely. Max Lanzendorfer of York
Graphics, Inc., recommended that editors consult
specialists to work out their coding problems and
seek out printers experienced in computer typesetting, especially in conversion of word processor
output. He thought typesetting codes were best
inserted by the editors themselves using relatively
simple generic and mnemonic codes. Christopher
Harris of Yale University Press and]. Robert Dinon
of International Computaprint Corporation telescoped their comments as time ran out. Dinon
advised that coding was much simpler than it sounded
and recommended using consultants for expert advice and negotiations with vendors.
(to be continued)
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Exemplary Citations
Gordon S. Wood, "Historians and Documentary
Editing," review essay of volumes 1-4 of the Papers of
John Adams, in Journal of American History 67 (March
1981}:871-877.
In a review of the twenty-sixth and final volume of the
Papers of Alexander Hamtfton, E. James Ferguson calls attention to the material "given over to pulling loose ends
together-addenda and errata, undated material, and
documents found too late for inclusion in their proper
order" and proposes this volume as a possible model for
the final volumes of other documentary editions. Journal
ofAmerican History 66 (March 1980): 919-920.
Two publications by the Center for Scholarly Editions
and its predecessor might be of interest to anyone who has
not seen them: Center for Editions of American Authors,
Statement of Editonal PnnClples and Procedures: A Working Manual for Editing Nineteenth-Century Amen'mn
Texts, rev. ed. (New York, 1(72) and Center for Scholarly
Editions, The Center for Scholarly Editiom: An Intro·
ductory Statement (New York, 1(77).

Report of tbe Committee
on Federal Policy
CHARLENE BICKFORD, Chairperson
As I write this and try to reflect on all that has
happened relating to our lobbying effort in behalf of
the NHPRC, it seems as if we must have started years
ago. At least it must have been more than three
months since we heard the news that the administration did not intend to ask for any grant funds for the
Commission in FY 1982 or for legislation to reauthorize the Commission's granting authority. On
that dreary February day, the ADE's committee on
federal policy met at the Capitol Hill Deli to assess
our chances of influencing Congress to overturn this
decision. Although all of us felt extremely discouraged, the consensus was that we should fight back,
and that the aid of other organizations should be
sought. By the end of February, the Coalition to
Save our Documentary Heritage had been formed,
and the list of our allies was growing daily.
Although we cannot declare a victory yet, some
very real progress has been made towards our dual
goals-reauthorization of the NHPRC and a $3
million appropriation for FY 1982. Congressman
Jack Brooks was again the patron of the NHPRC as
he introduced the reauthorization and then shepherded it through the full committee. The list of

cosponsors on this legislation is impressive, and
indicates bipartisan support for our program. Senator Charles McC. Mathias came to our rescue and
introduced the companion legislation to the Brooks
bill in the Senate. As I write this, both of these bills
have cleared the full committees and a floor vote on
the House bill is expected within the week.
Although we are continuing to monitor the reauthorizing legislation, most of our attention is now
focused on the appropriation. The Coalition has
testified before both the House and Senate subcommittees on Treasury, Postal Service, and General
Government Appropriations, and the receptions
could be characterized as friendly and interested.
We believe that we have the votes in the House
subcommittee for the $ 3 million. Only Senator
Proxmire on the Senate subcommittee has indicated
his support for an appropriation for the Commission, but Senator Abdnor did remark during the
public hearings that he was surprised by how much
the Commission had been able to do with so little
money. The issue of what budget line these funds
will come from remains to be resolved, but the
Coalition has urged the subcommittees to fund the
NHPRC without cutting further into the NARS
budget.
On another front, an effort has been initiated to
make the White House and OMB aware of widespread support for the NHPRC and to convince
them that supply-side economics is really not relevant to the funding of documentary projects. OMB
has to be educated so that we do not have to wage
this battle every year. Any ADE member who would
like to assist in this educational effort should write to
President Reagan and send a copy to OMB.
Realizing that other legislative issues are also of
interest to editors, we have tried to keep in touch
with the efforts in behalf of the NEH and the NSF, as
well as the situation in the National Archives. A
considerable quantity of information has been passed
back and forth and hopefully put to good use.
The Coalition currently has 46 member organizations and each one has actively worked towards
the achievement of our goals. This joint effort,
together with the refusal by all concerned to abandon the trenches when the news was not encouraging, has been the source of our success so far.
I realize that nearly all ADE members have taken
an active part in the effort to influence the Congress,
but I would like to take the opportunity to thank a
few of them in print. John Simon has put all of his
talents at good-natured arm twisting to use, while
Ray Smock has administered our funds. Henry Tom
has kept the university presses informed and active
while Maeva Marcus and Jim Perry have worked with

the Society for History in the Federal Government
and the American Society for Legal History. Many
editors, Ira Berlin, 'john Kaminski, Rich Leffler,
John Kessel and others, have made appointments
with Congressmen and Senators, and these meetings
have been vital to our success so far. Wayne Cutler
and the other editors in Tennessee were instrumental in forming the Tennessee Cultural Crisis Committee, which mounted such an assault on Senator
Howard Baker that he finally surrendered and
agreed to support the NHPRC.
And finally, the staffs of two projects-the First
Federal Congress Project (Helen Veit, Laurie Kittle,
and Connie Schulz) and the Daniel Chester French
Papers (Mike Richman, Genna Gormley, Ann Vandegrift, and Judy Hadden)-have been tireless in
their work for the Coalition. All of these people were
still working at putting out the Coalition's largest
mailing at 7:30 one Friday night in March, and took a
large part of the responsibility for other jobs such as
phoning interested projects and organizations to let
them know about public hearings, tracking legislation, etc. Mike Richman obtained a commitment
from the National Trust for Historic Preservation to
assist us with xeroxing and postage costs, which
helped us to spread the word to more people, and he
has always been available for any job that needed
doing.
The cooperation from all of these people and from
ADE members in general has been outstanding.
Please keep up the effort on behalf of the appropriation. I am feeling more confident every day that we
will be able to report a victory in the next ADE
newsletter.

UPDATE: On 2 June 1981 the Senate
passed S1050, the bill reauthorizing
the NHPRC. Effort should now be
focused on reauthorization in the House.

Football Game
After Convention
If you would like to attend the Ohio State/Wisconsin game in Madison on the afternoon of 10
October, tickets can reserved at $10 apiece by
sending your name and a check to Kenneth R.
Bowling, 1323 E. Wilson Street, Madison WI 53703,
as soon as possible. Ken would like to place ticket
orders soon to obtain good seats-it will be difficult
and perhaps impossible to obtain tickets after 1
August. (Information about evening cultural events
during the convention will be forthcoming.)
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Editors and Their Work
IRA BERLIN, of the University of Maryland, is
beginning a three-year term on the National Archives
Advisory Council as a representative of the American Historical Association. The eighteen-member
Council advises the Archivist of the United States on
programs and policies of the federal archive system,
which includes the National Archives in Washington,
fifteen regional archives, and seven presidential
libraries. JON KUKLA, of the Virginia State Library,
has been appointed to a three-year term on the prize
committee for the Founder's Award, which is given
annually by the Confederate Memorial Literary
Society for the most notable edited work in Civil
War and Reconstruction-era American history. Information about the Founder's Award is available
from Dr. Edward D. C. Campbell, director, Museum
of the Confederacy, 1201 East Clay Street, Richmond VA 23219. A panel on historical editing
concluded the joint conference of the Northwest
Archivists and the Association of British Columbian
Archivists held in Victoria in late April. NATHAN
REINGOLD, of the Joseph Henry Papers, delivered
"Reflections of an Unrepentant Editor."
CLAIRE BADARACCO of Georgetown University
spoke on "The Editor and the Question of Value, " at
the Society for Textual Scholarship's conference in
New York City in April. G. THOMAS T ANSELLE of the
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation delivered the presidential address. Other ADE members
participating included FREDSON BOWERS, DON L.
COOK, CHARLES T. CULLEN, DAVID V. ERDMAN, and
MAEVA MARCUS, as well as D. C. GREETHAM and W.
SPEED HILL.
CHRISTIAN KLOESEL of the Charles Sanders Peirce
project will be spending part of June and July
working with Klaus Oehler at the University of
Hamburg on a German edition of Peirce's semiotic
writings. The publication of the first volume of the
Writings of Charles S. Peirce: A Chronological Edition,
scheduled for June by Indiana University Press, will
be followed within a year by the publication of at
least two of the next three volumes. The texts of the
remaining sixteen volumes will be edited on computer terminals and typeset from magnetic tapes.
HAROLD C. SYRETT, editor of the recently completed 26-volume Papers of Alexander Hamilton, won
the American Historical Association's J. Franklin
Jameson Prize for 1980. The Jameson Prize, to be
awarded every five years, is for "outstanding editorial achievement in the editing of historical sources."
The Society of American Archivists also recognized
Dr. Syrett's work by awarding him the Waldo Gif-
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ford Leland Prize.
In addition to the documentary editing done by
scholars employed at the Virginia State Library, the
library has for many years published works edited
under contract by scholars who are not affiliated
with the institution itself. Recent volumes of this
sort include Lee A. Wallace, ed., Orderly Book oj
Captain Benjamin Taliaferro, ... 1780 (1980), James I.
Robertson,J r., ed., Proceedings ojthe Advisory Council of
the State oj Virginia: April21-]une 19,1861 (1977), and
Odyssey in Gray: A Diary of Confederate Service by Douglas
French Forrest, CSN (1979). Contract-edited editions
in preparation include Walter Minchinton, ed., SlaveTrade Statistics of Colonial Virginia and Samuel E.
Horst, ed., Diary of Jacob E. Yoder (a Freedmen's
Bureau schoolteacher in the 1870's).
Among other manuscript materials in the archival
holdings of the Virginia State Library is a body of
approximately eighty letters between William Wirt
and Dabney Carr spanning the years 1802 to 1832.
Editors familiar with the period who may be interested in preparing an edition of this correspondence
may write to Jon Kukla, Publications Branch, VirginiaState Library, Richmond VA23219. The library
pays a modest stipend to its contract-editors, assists
with such things as photocopying of manuscripts,
and directs contract-edited books through composition, production, and distribution just as it does with
staff-edited volumes.
The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau at Princeton
University may have a full-time one-year editorial
position beginning 1 September 1981; renewal for
up to two more years is possible. Applicants must be
knowledgeable about Thoreau's writings and life
and have experience in textual editing, preferably of
literary works; the Ph.D. is required. Salary will be
commensurate with experience. Send dossier, or
vita with names and addresses of three references, to
Elizabeth Witherell, Editor-in-Chief, The Writings
of Henry D. Thoreau, 2-13-E Firestone Library,
Princeton University, Princeton NJ 08540. Princeton is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer M/F.

ADE Memberships
The Council has approved an institutional subscription
to the ADE Newsletter for $15 a year. Regular dues remain
$15. Dues for students and retired members are $7.50.
Send dues or subscriptions to Raymond W. Smock, Secretary-Treasurer, History Department, University of Maryland, College Park MD 20742.

